dataCon offers a wide selection of high performance multilayer wire wrap boards for 96/128-pin, DIN and 108-Pin connector packaging systems.


HIGH PERFORMANCE MULTILAYER WIRE WRAP BOARDS

dataCon’ s multilayer wire wrap boards are designed to meet the demands of today’s high-speed logic and dense circuit designs.

Our unique multilayer design provides maximum power distribution and distributed capacitance. The board construction consists of four layers of 2-ounce copper providing two layers for Vcc and two for Gnd. The power planes are located in alternating positions; Vcc/Gnd and Gnd/Vcc providing fill access to Vcc on the component side and Gnd on the wire wrap side. The Vcc/Gnd power planes are spaced in very close proximity to each other. The two Vcc planes and the two Ond planes are connected together respectively by a network of plated through holes. Each power plane features an interpin design; all pins are surrounded by the copper plane providing an unrestricted current flow through the board. This eliminates ground ioops and minimizes current drops. A consistent power source is provided throughout the board. The interpin design allows use of solder washers to commit any pin to Vcc or Gnd. The use of solder washers eliminates the need of wrapping in power and ground which creates inductance loops when used.
dataCon’s family of high performance multilayer boards are constructed of .125” or .093” thick laminate with symmetrical stack up to insure rigidity and flatness. Flexing and bowing are thus eliminated. Gold plated wire wrap pins, contacts and S.M.O.B.C. (solder mask over bare copper) are standard. The use of S.M.O.B.C. provides 2 ounces of copper on the outer layers, thus improving the overall performance of the board. A wide selection of board sizes and pin patterns are available. All boards are also available with optional 60/40 reflow finish.

dataCon is the industry’s leader in wire wrap services. We can provide our boards wrapped to our customers with a single purchase order. This turnkey service adds convenience and saves time and expense.

Delivery is dependent upon board availability, board size, complexity, number of wires and data provided.

For those applications requiring a unique design, dataCon offers the design and manufacturing expertise to build custom boards.


WIRE WRAP SERVICE
dataCon is still today’s leader in wire wrap services. We provide quality wrapped boards, backplanes and assemblies to commercial, telecommunications and militaxy companies. Wire wrap is heavily used today for prototypes and medium volume production. dataCon is the primary supplier to the Aerospace and Defense contractors for wire wrap services. We are a three (3) time U.S. Navy Aegis Excellence Award winner.

 Production Capabilities


Our production capabilities provide the highest degree of reliability and quality. With over 30 wire wrap machines in our facility, we are able to wrap panels up to 29” x 29” on our automatic machines and our semi-automatic machines can handle panels up to 64” x 84”.

Our fully automatic wire wrap machines provide 100% repeatability of wire routing and sequencing for production runs of two or more piees. Run rates are
 as high as		wires per hour
V	with an error rate of .05%.
Semi-automatic wire wrap machines offer a greater flexibility in applications. Although run rates are 25% of what automatic machines offer, semi-automatic machines can wrap different wire types, gauges and colors. Restricted area routing and specific bundling can be methodized directly at the machine. Matched impedance twisted pairs,

triplets, and quads with coaxial shields are wrapped semiautomatically as well as other unique requirements.

At dataCon, quality is built into all of our products and services. Our quality assurance program complies with ISO 9002 and our wiring spec. #4241 meets and
	exceeds MIL-S1130b
annually certify all inspectors and

operators to MIL STP I 1130b All wiring
U Net List Generation


dataCon’s propriety software is comprehensive. As the production tools for wire wrap are created, your data is analyzed for crossed nets, overlapping devices, and single pin strings.

Our Data Processing Department has strived to make our input requirements “customer friend1y”
and regularly work with customers directly to insure compatibility. Databases are accepted in the media most convenient to you:
disk, mag tape, schematics, printouts and modem transfers. Our system is compatible with most popular CAD/CAB systems. Data format requirements are quite flexible. Ask our data sheet
“DATA PREP REQUIREMENTS.”
ended cross references - one with device pin, the other board pin nomenclature - will minimize the time researching your board.

Auto/Semi Split Wiring For Point to Point Wiring — A unique option of dataCon’s software that was developed to meet the requirements of today’s high speed circuit designs. Each net is analyzed with the shortjumper wire and longer wires in chamiels wrapped automatically via the shortest path eliminating the excessive loops from the semiautomatic wire wrap process. The results for your board are shader signal lengths and minimized propagational delay and crosstalk. Ask for our data sheet entitled
“AUTO/SEMI SPLIT WIRING PROGRAM.”

	dataCon Software
Highlights

Optimizing Signal Lengths- to enhance your board’s electrical performance,

dataCon’s processing software determines the shortest wiring path to complete the net, restrict routing from designated zones and prevent wire build-up.

Ask for our data sheet entitled
“OPTIMIZATION OF SIGNAL LENGTHS.”

Power plane assignmentsautomatically connect voltage and ground pins within the same device to the nearest available power pin, either designated pins on hoard or solder pins specified in your databas4e. You can solder all of your power assignments, eliminating the need to wire wrap these connections, enhancing performance by eliminating inductance loops of wrapped power connections.

Diagnostic Output- dataCon supplies a copy — hardcopy or magnetic media, or your wire wrap data. A signal trace, with both device pin and board pin reference, simplifies the task of debugging the wrapped board. Two double-


	Shrouds

at
	10-Layer Monolithic construction
dataCon offers the system design engineer the industry’s highest level of performance in VXlbus backplanes.


VXIbus BACKPLANES
VME EXTENSIONS FOR INSTRUMENTATION
U
dataCon’s high performance VXI backplanes fully comply to the VXI bus specifications, Rev. 1.4. Available in several sizes for both the C-size and D-size configurations. The backplanes are a 10-layer monolithic design featuring our unique strip-line and ground-shield construction. This feature provides optimum signal integrity. The result is superior impedance control; minimized crosstalk and propagational delays to perform well within the critical parameters for TI’L, ECL, SUM bus and STAR bus requirements.

The 10 MHz for the C-size and 100 MHz for the D-size system clock is transferred through ECL drivers to any slot within the eight nanosecond time parameter as specified by VXI specs.

The SUN bus incorporates protection circuitry per VXI specs.

Multiple power and ground planes provide optimum power distribution of all voltage and ground potentials.


FEATURES:
Unique strip-line and
ground-shield design —

nIl	IC	of
Imp Implementation

100% press-fit

construction

SUM bus utilizes

protection circuitry
U
ECL STAR bus utilizes
ECL drivers for 10
MHz system clocks
	BG/IACK pins are accessibie from both
sides


	Five-Pin header for;
SYSFAIL; ACFAIL:
SYSRESET; +SV and
GND


U





U
Power is distributed through power blocks with #6-32 screws. Fully derated at ZSA each.


In-Board termination;
socketed


OPTIONS:

	Bus bar kits

